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Project Description
My research question was, How can teachers increase student-student discourse in math
classrooms?. I created a mathematics curriculum with emphasis on students learning through
discourse with their peers. The intended audience is high school students who are taking algebra,
with a majority of students being in the 10th grade. The curriculum focuses on quadratics and
has three major moving parts that work together. First is the teacher instructions which allows the
teacher to keep track of where lessons are. It also gives the teacher a place to reflect on lessons
and keep notes on student progress and participation. Second is the packet where students will be
writing down their thoughts and showing their work. Third is the powerpoint which will
maintain the pacing of lessons and provide a place for whole class discussions. Implementation
of the lessons using these three pieces are crucial to the success of the curriculum.
Lessons are heavily based on group discussions between students. Students are expected
to struggle and problem solve with their peers. This differs from a traditional mathematics
curriculum because students will not be taking notes right away. Instead, students will
immediately move into group work to learn the mathematical concepts with their peers. After
group work, the entire class will regroup and discuss findings. Students will be leading the
conversations while the teacher makes sure main concepts are covered. It is also important for
the teacher to create an academically safe environment during group and whole class discussions
so students feel comfortable sharing their thoughts. The main goal of this type of curriculum is to
introduce unique learning experiences for students in the math classroom.
Creating this curriculum is crucial to the advancement of the mathematics classroom
because there is a lack of discourse focused curriculum where students can learn skills that go
beyond the math classroom. It is important to note that this version of the created curriculum is
not the final version and changes will be made in the future after implementation. The reflection
and revision process will always be a part of this curriculum because it is heavily dependent on
who it is being implemented on. Teachers must be aware of this and adjust student groupings and
pacing accordingly.
Unit Summary
Students will expand their knowledge and understanding of quadratics. Students will also apply their new found knowledge to real life
applications of quadratics.
MN Standards Met
● 9.2.1.5 - Identify the vertex, line of symmetry and intercepts of the parabola corresponding to a quadratic function, using
symbolic and graphical methods, when the function is expressed in the form , in the form𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎𝑥2 + 𝑏𝑥 + 𝑐
, or in factored form.𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎(𝑥 − ℎ)2 + 𝑘
● 9.2.1.6 - Identify intercepts, zeros, maxima, minima and intervals of increase and decrease from the graph of a function.
Link to the Daily Plans Link to Student Packet Link to PowerPoint
Curriculum Information Helpful Resources
Class time: 50 minutes
Helpful Prerequisite Knowledge
● Exponents
● Solving for ‘x’ with the following operations: +,-, x, and ÷














● Desmos Graphing Calculator
● Desmos Scientific Calculator
Teacher Instructions
Day 1: Introduction to Quadratics
Lesson Length: 45 Minutes
Goal: Student can draw a parabola on a coordinate plane.
Student can state an example of parabolic motion in real life.
Student can determine whether an equation is or is not a
quadratic.
Prepare before class
● Student Group Numbers/seating
arrangements
● Hand students packet as they
enter or have instructions to have




*As students enter the room, hand them the quadratics packet and have the presentation
showing entrance instructions*
1. After students have time to draw their examples of the motion of an object that is
thrown, have them move into their groups
2. Give them 3-5 minutes to compare and contrast their drawings and answer the
questions in the packet
3. Come together as a group and discuss as a class what students noticed
4. Formally introduce Quadratics and move into the discussion
Notes:
Discussion (30-40 min)
1. Introduce the first question and immediately have students move into large groups to
discuss and problem solve together.
2. After X minutes, come together as an entire class and share findings, wonderings,
thoughts. Be sure to highlight student findings that align with the goals stated
above.
3. Return to small groups and facilitate group discussions. Be sure to help groups that
are stuck, lost, or having a difficult time starting
4. Regroup when you see that most groups are reaching the end of “Day 1”
Notes:
Closure (5-10 min)
1. Share findings and wonderings as a whole class
2. Have students individually fill out the survey as an exit ticket
*exit ticket may be a paper or google survey*
Notes: *
Reflection (for teacher only)
Are there any changes needed for student groups?
Are there any parts of today’s discussion that need to be further discussed?
Day 2: The Quadratic Equation
Lesson Length: 45 Minutes
Goal: Student can calculate if an equation is quadratic through






*Have the entrance instructions and warm-up presented on the board as students enter the
room*
1.) For the warm up, give students 5 minutes to work on it independently then 5 minutes
to work on it with their group mates
2.) After group time, gather back as a whole class and have students share their
equations being sure to have them NOT share if it IS or IS NOT. As a class discuss on
whether an equation is or is not
3.) Do this activity as time permits.
4.) Move into the discovery
Notes:
Discovery (30-40 min)
1.) Have students begin the discovery activity after warm up
2.) As groups begin, be sure to walk around and facilitate learning. Make sure all groups
have access to a graphing calculator or desmos.
a.) Be sure to note participation of students between groups on the student
participation spreadsheet.
3.) After 10 minutes, gauge where groups are. If they are ready to regroup as a class,
regroup and discuss findings. If not, give 5 more minutes and help groups finish up.
4.) At this point, emphasize to students “second differences” and how they tell us a
function is quadratic.
5.) Have students move into #2 for 10 minutes. Walk around and check for understanding.
See if students are using the second differences and ask them how they could make
sure their table is
6.) Send groups up to demonstrate their tables and note the different values but similar
shapes when graphed using demos. *finish with 5-10 minutes left for closure*
Notes:
Closure (5-10 min)
1.) Share findings and wonderings as a whole class
2.) Have students individually fill out the survey as an exit ticket
*exit ticket may be a paper or google survey*
Notes:
Reflection (for teacher only)
How are the conversations between students going?
Are there any groups who are have troubles with
Day 3: Vertex Form
Lesson Length: 45 Minutes







*Have the entrance instructions and warm-up presented on the board as students enter the
room*
1.) As students are working, walk around and look at student work.
2.) After 5 minutes, group up and ask for input from students. There is no wrong answer
here to emphasize student participation and multiple perspectives.
3.) Move into part 2 of the warm up with groups. Start timer for 5 minutes.
4.) After 5 minutes, regroup and discuss various ways students found the vertex and how
they represented it. Don’t be afraid to call on groups.
5.) Move into discovery after
Notes:
Discovery (30-40 min)
1.) Students will immediately transition into discovery. They will spend 10-15 minutes to
find the coordinates of the vertex and try to use it to translate the base function of
so it has the corresponding vertex value.𝑦 = 𝑥2
a.) Be sure to note participation of students between groups on the student
participation spreadsheet.
2.) Regroup and share findings, having students explain their thought processes. MAKE
SURE MULTIPLE GROUPS EXPLAIN THEIR PROCESS, even if it is the same, these
opportunities are important.
3.) Move on to number 2 of discovery and continue facilitating learning between groups.
(10 Minutes)




1.) Share findings and wonderings as a whole class
2.) Have students individually fill out the survey as an exit ticket
*exit ticket may be a paper or google survey*
Notes:
Reflection (for teacher only)
Are there any groups who are behind?
Are there any groups who haven’t been check in on yet?
Day 4: Vertex Form II
Lesson Length: 45 Minutes







*Have the entrance instructions and warm-up presented on the board as students enter the
room*
1.) As class starts, begin the 5 minute timer. Be sure to be walking around the room
during this time and help students who are struggling.
2.) Regroup and discuss student thoughts and findings. Do not move on after just 1
answer. Look for 2-3 answers even if they are the same. Emphasize to students that
hearing what multiple students did is very helpful
3.) Wait for questions, then move on to discussion.
Notes:
Discovery (30-40 min)
1.) Before discovery, show students the first slide with h=-b/2a. Tell them that this is how
they can solve for the x coordinate without using a graph.
2.) Answer questions then move into solving part a.
3.) After 15 Minutes, regroup and discuss findings being sure to allow for multiple
perspectives.
4.) Have students try number part b and start timer. During this time, walk around and
help groups.
5.) Regroup and go over the solutions of different groups. Be sure to call on different
groups. Emphasize that it is okay to not have a complete answer.
6.) Move into number 2. Facilitate learning within groups too during this time.
7.) Be mindful of the time and end early if needed so students have time for closure.
8.) Regroup and talk about what students tried, not the solutions specifically.
Notes:
Closure (5-10 min)
1.) Share findings and wonderings as a whole class
2.) Have students individually fill out the survey as an exit ticket
*exit ticket may be a paper or google survey*
Notes:
Reflection (for teacher only)
How is facilitating lessons going? Are there groups you are focusing TOO much on?
Day 5: Factored Form
Lesson Length: 45 Minutes







*Have the entrance instructions and warm-up presented on the board as students enter the
room*
1.) As students are attempting the warm-up, walk around and help students who have
blank responses. Emphasize that there is no right or wrong answer here.
2.) When the timer is up, as a class, discuss the various importances of ‘zero’. Write them
all down on the board
3.) Answer questions and wonders them move into discovery.
Notes:
Discovery (30-40 min)
1.) Have students work in groups immediately. This activity can be challenging as
students will have to pull on past knowledge to create an example of factoring.
2.) If students are having a difficult time, try asking them to work backwards and foil to
create an example of how to factor.
3.) After 10 minutes, regroup and discuss findings from all groups.
4.) Return to groups and have students talk about number 2 of discovery. Walk around
during this time and assist groups in this discussion. (5-10 min depending on class
needs)
5.) Regroup and discuss findings and the importance of factoring. Answer questions and
wonderings.
6.) Move into number 3 of discovery. Once groups finish, select a few groups to present




1.) Share findings and wonderings as a whole class
2.) Have students individually fill out the survey as an exit ticket
*exit ticket may be a paper or google survey*
Notes:
Reflection (for teacher only)
How are the conversations between students going?
Are there any groups who are have troubles with
Day 6: Factored Form II
Lesson Length: 45 Minutes
Goal: Student can find the roots of a form quadratic equation into
factored form using the quadratic formula.
Prepare before class
● Calculators ● Presentation
Introduction (5-10 min)
*Have the entrance instructions and warm-up presented on the board as students enter the
room*
1.) This warm up relies on knowledge from the previous day and can be challenging.
Emphasize to the class that it is okay to NOT have a complete answer with facting the
equations.
2.) Once the timer goes off, have students/groups go over their thought processes and
solutions.
3.) Have students discuss number 2 on the warm up for 5 minutes then regroup to share
thoughts.
4.) Answer questions and move into discovery.
Notes:
Discovery (30-40 min)
1.) Before moving into the discovery, introduce the quadratic formula to students. Answer
questions and emphasize to students that we will be discovering how to use the
formula in today’s activity.
2.) Move into discovery number 1. During this time, facilitate learning in groups, giving
time for groups to struggle and discuss strategies.
3.) After 10 minutes, regroup as a whole class and discuss findings. Highlight how groups
know what stands for variable a, b, and c in the quadratic formula.
4.) Move into number 2 of discovery. During this time, check on groups and help groups
that are stuck. Make sure groups are including all members into the conversation.




1.) Share findings and wonderings as a whole class
2.) Have students individually fill out the survey as an exit ticket
*exit ticket may be a paper or google survey*
Notes:
Reflection (for teacher only)
How are the conversations between students going?
Are there any groups who are have troubles with
Day 7: Graphing Quadratics
Lesson Length: 45 Minutes
Goal: Student can graph a quadratic equation using the roots or
vertex.
Prepare before class





*Have the entrance instructions and warm-up presented on the board as students enter the
room*
1.) During warm up, walk around and help students with graphing. Don’t explicitly state
how to do it, rather listen to their ideas. Encourage students to ask their group mates
for help during this time.
2.) Regroup as a class after the timer goes off. Have multiple students/groups explain
their thought process while graphing the function.
3.) Ask for wonderings before moving onto discovery.
Notes:
Discovery (30-40 min)
1.) Immediately have students begin on discovery number 1. This one is very challenging
and chances are many groups will struggle to get a start on this confidently. Facilitate
closely and help groups find a strategy. There are many ways to complete this task so
make sure groups are using multiple perspectives.
2.) After 15 minutes, regroup as a whole class and go over strategies. If groups need
more time, return to group work and facilitate small groups.
3.) After groups complete number 1, move on to number 2. Work on this for 10 minutes
and facilitate groups.
4.) Regroup and discuss what groups did to solve this. Emphasize what is different about
the shape of the graph. *emphasize on how previous graphs were up like a cup and
this one is down like a frown.
5.) Inquire the whole class why they think that is so.
6.) Wrap up the lesson and move into closure.
Notes:
Closure (5-10 min)
1.) Share findings and wonderings as a whole class
2.) Have students individually fill out the survey as an exit ticket
*exit ticket may be a paper or google survey*
Notes:
Reflection (for teacher only)
How are the conversations between students going?
Are there any groups who are have troubles with
Day 8: Graphing Quadratics II
Lesson Length: 45 Minutes
Goal: Student can solve for the stretch/shrink factor of a quadratic
using the y-intercept.
Prepare before class





*Have the entrance instructions and warm-up presented on the board as students enter the
room*
1.) Walk around the room and give groups pointers as to how to start this problem.
2.) After 5 minutes, give students a hint as a whole group and proceed on group work for
another 5 minutes.
3.) Return as a whole group and ask multiple groups how they started solving for the
equation.
4.) Show a solution and one possible method, emphasizing how there are multiple
approaches.
5.) Move into discovery after answering wonderings and questions
Notes:
Discovery (30-40 min)
1.) Students will move into the discovery right away. Facilitate groups during this time and
be aware of groups who need clarification. There is a note at the bottom that further
explains the task.
2.) After 10 minutes, regroup and discuss how students started this problem. Ask for
multiple groups to put their input.
3.) Proceed to number 2 in groups and facilitate groups as they solve number 2.
4.) Regroup and discuss how to turn a factored form equation into standard form.
Notes:
Closure (5-10 min)
1.) Share findings and wonderings as a whole class
2.) Have students individually fill out the survey as an exit ticket
*exit ticket may be a paper or google survey*
Notes:
Reflection (for teacher only)
Are there students who need to be moved?
Is there a catch up day that is needed? Before application problems?
Day 9: Applying Quadratics
Lesson Length: 45 Minutes
Goal: Student can calculate the distance that a thrown ball travels
using the roots.
I can calculate the maximum height of a ball that is thrown using
the vertex.
Prepare before class





*Have the entrance instructions and warm-up presented on the board as students enter the
room*
1.) As students start working on the warm up, make sure students at least have a start on
number 1. Emphasize students who draw the parabola to add a coordinate grid.
2.) After 5 minutes, move into group work and have students work on the warm-up as in
small groups for 5 minutes.
3.) Once most groups have an attempt, regroup as a whole class and discuss possible
answers for each number. Emphasize explanations and thought processes.
4.) Finish warm-up and move into discovery.
Notes:
Discovery (30-40 min)
1.) Have small groups start on the discovery activity. During this time, facilitate groups and
make sure groups have a strong start.
2.) After 15 minutes, regroup as a whole class and discuss approaches for #1-3
3.) After questions and discussion, move onto number 4. Regroup after 15 minutes.
4.) Inquire students about what the meaning of these values could mean. If time permits,
discuss what -16 could be if it were to be in meters instead of ft.
Notes:
Closure (5-10 min)
1.) Share findings and wonderings as a whole class
2.) Have students individually fill out the survey as an exit ticket
*exit ticket may be a paper or google survey*
Notes:
Reflection (for teacher only)
Are ELL students understanding what is being asked from the application problems?
Day 10: Applying Quadratics
Lesson Length: 45 Minutes
Goal: Student can write the equation of a ball to determine the
maximum height traveled.
Prepare before class





*Have the entrance instructions and warm-up presented on the board as students enter the
room*
1.) As students are trying out the warm-up. Walk around and have small discussions with
groups to gauge where the class is at.
2.) After 5 minutes, have students turn and talk for 5 minutes then share as a whole class
as time permits.
3.) Transition into discovery.
Notes:
Discovery (30-40 min)
1.) Students will continue expanding knowledge of applications using the same problem
as day 9. This time students write the equation of the kick. Make sure to note that they
CAN use information from yesterday to help.
a.) Work with groups to help them get a start if they are stuck
2.) After 15 minutes, regroup as a class and discuss findings/strategies. Always ask for
multiple groups to speak on what they have so far. There is no finish line here.
3.) Move onto problem 3 after discussing #1 and 2. This problem may take more time as
there is less readily available infor
a.) Question students about what ‘a’ could be considering that it is not explicitly
stated.
4.) After 15 minutes, regroup and discuss strategies.
5.) Move onto closure after.
Notes:
Closure (5-10 min)
1.) Share findings and wonderings as a whole class
2.) Have students individually fill out the survey as an exit ticket
*exit ticket may be a paper or google survey*
Notes:
Reflection (for teacher only)
What could you do MORE of?






Day 1: Introduction to Quadratics
Warm-up
1.) If you were to throw an object, what would its motion look like?
Sketch what you think it would look like here
2.)Answer the questions below with your group.
a.) How are your drawings similar?
b.) How are your drawings different?
Discovery
1.)Try sketching a parabola on the graph below.
Key Features
2.)With your group, determine whether the following graphs are
examples of a quadratic function or not.
a.) Is this a quadratic function?
Explain why or why not.
b.) Is this a quadratic function?
Explain why or why not.
c.) Is this a quadratic function?
Explain why or why not.
3.) With your group, determine why or why not the following equations
are quadratics.
a.)𝑦 = 𝑥2 + 5
b.)𝑦 = 9𝑥 + 1
c.) 𝑦 = 𝑥2 + 2𝑥3 − 5
d.)𝑦 = 6𝑥2 + 4𝑥 − 3
4.)Create your own equation and see if your group can determine if it is
a quadratic equation or not.
Closing
Exit Ticket
1.) Answer the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being not
confident at all and 5 being very confident.
a.) I can draw a parabola on a coordinate plane. _____
b.) I can state an example of parabolic motion in real life. _____
c.) I can identify quadratic equations from a list of various equations. ____
2.)What is your least favorite chore?
Day 2: The Quadratic Equation
Warm-up





1.) Using a graphing calculator, or desmos, graph the following
quadratic equation:
𝑦 = 𝑥2 + 5







b.) With your group, discuss what you notice about the rate of
increase/decrease?








Discuss and write down why you think it is or is not a quadratic.
2.) Create a table that DOES represent a quadratic.
x y
Closing
What is something you learned today?
What is something you still have wonderings about?
Day 3: Vertex Form
Warm-up
1.)What comes to mind when you hear the word VERTEX?
*Only work on #1 for the first part of this warm-up*
2.)With your group find the vertex for the following quadratic.
Discovery
1.)Using desmos, Graph the following quadratic:
𝑦 = 𝑥2 + 8𝑥 + 14
a.) What are the coordinates of its vertex?
b.) The base function of a quadratic is . Using what you𝑦 = 𝑥2
know about translations, try writing the quadratic above in Vertex form.
2.) Can quadratics share the same vertex? Show why or why not.
Closing
1.)Why do you think someone would want to use vertex form?
2.)How do you feel about the pacing of lessons? Are things going too
slow or too fast?
Day 4: Vertex Form II
Warm-up
1.)For the equation below, if you know that the vertex has an
x-coordinate of x=5, how could you find its corresponding
y-coordinate?
𝑦 = 𝑥2 + 6𝑥 + 4
Discovery
1.) Using .ℎ = −𝑏2𝑎
a.) The equation for a ball that was thrown is:
.𝑦 = − 𝑥2 + 8𝑥 + 14
Assuming that y=0 is the ground, how high did the ball go?
b.) Using the vertex you found, what is the equation for the ball in
vertex form?
2.) Going backwards. Discuss and try with your group to turn this
quadratic equation in vertex form, back into standard form.
𝑦 = (𝑥 + 5)2 + 3
Closing
1.) Answer the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being not
confident at all and 5 being very confident.
a.) I can locate the vertex of a quadratic on a coordinate plane. ___
b.) I can calculate the vertex of a quadratic using . ___ℎ = −𝑏2𝑎
2.) *Replace with any fun question* Ex. “ Why is your favorite fruit your favorite
fruit?”
Day 5: Factored Form
Warm-up
Come up with as many reasons as you can why the number zero is
important.
Discovery
1.)What does it mean to factor something? Show an example
2.)What does factoring tell us about?
3.)When does the following quadratic equation equal zero?
𝑦 = 𝑥2 + 2𝑥 − 3
Closing
1.) Why do you think factored form is useful?
2.)How do you feel about the lesson pacing and structure?
3.) *Replace with a fun question* ex. “If you could eat only one thing for a
whole year, what would it be?”
Day 6: Factored Form II
Warm-up
1.) Factor the following equations:
𝑦 = 𝑥2 − 2𝑥 + 12
𝑦 = 𝑥2 − 5𝑥 − 9
2.) What do you notice about solving the first one compared
to the second one?
Discovery
1.) Using the quadratic formula, find the roots of the following quadratic:
𝑦 = 2𝑥2 + 3𝑥 − 11
2.)With the roots you found, write the equation in factored form.
Closing
What is a strength of using factoring?
What is a weakness of using factoring?
What is a strength of using the quadratic formula?
What is a weakness of using the quadratic formula?
Day 7: Graphing Quadratics
Warm-up
Graph the following linear equation:
𝑦 = 2𝑥 + 5
Describe how you graphed it.
Discovery
1.)With your group, devise a way to graph the following function:
𝑦 = 2𝑥2 − 10𝑥 − 12
2.)Now try graphing the following function
𝑦 = − 𝑥2 − 5𝑥 − 9
Closing
1.)Are there any parts of quadratics that you wish we had more time on?
2.) *Replace this text with a fun question* Ex. “ If you could be any
animal for one day, what animal would you be and why?”
Day 8: Graphing Quadratics II
Warm-up
1.) Give your best shot at writing the equation for the following graph.
2.)With your group, compare and contrast the steps you took and write
down what you noticed.
Discovery
1.) Alex wrote a quadratic equation for the following graph in factored form.
He got .When he graphed it it didn’t𝑦 = (𝑥 −. 472)(𝑥 + 1. 272)
quite match up with the graph he was given. With your group, figure out
where he went wrong.
2.) With your group, convert Alex’s fixed equation into standard form.
Closing
1.)What do you think needs to be considered when writing the equation
for a quadratic?
2.)How do you feel about the time given to work with groups? Do you
want to see more time? Less time?
Day 9: Applying Quadratics
Warm-up
1.)Draw the motion of a ball that is thrown on a graph
2.)What represents the starting point of the ball and what represents the
ending point of the ball?
3.)How about the highest point of the ball?
Discovery
(With your group)
Kerry is kicking a ball in the air as high as she can. Her best kick is
represented by the function .ℎ(𝑡) = − 16𝑡2 + 35𝑡 + 1
1.)What does the variable h stand for?
2.)What does the variable t stand for?
3.)Plot the ball on a coordinate grid.
4.)Guessing time:
a.) What could -16 mean? Why do you think so?
b.) What could +35 mean? Why do you think so?
c.) What could +1 mean? Why do you think so?
Closing
1.)How do you feel about guessing in mathematics?
Day 10: Applying Quadratics II
Warm-up
Why should we guess?
How do you feel when you guess?
Discovery
Kerry is kicking a ball in the air as high as she can. Her best kick is
represented by the function .ℎ(𝑡) = − 16𝑡2 + 35𝑡 + 1
1.) How high does she kick the ball?
2.)How far does the ball go?
3.)Kerry tries to beat her current record. She kicks the ball at 34 feet per
second and 2 feet off the ground.
a.) Write the equation that represents this kick.
b.) Does this kick beat her current record?
Closing
1.)How do you feel about this format of learning?
2.)What are 2 things you enjoyed about this format of learning?
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